Who are we?
We are the first wind philharmonic in Poland! We’ve
been connected by passion, professionalism, experience,
and an irresistible need to break patterns under Mariusz
Dziubek’s baton. Our musicians have performed many
times with traditional symphony orchestras. In the Polish
National Wind Orchestra instruments have been given
new roles and thanks to them we discover unknown
worlds of musical adventures!
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What we do?
We disseminate music by organising orchestral
concerts, chamber concerts, festivals and music
concerts.
Our tasks as a cultural institution also include
providing musical setting for cultural and social
events, conducting music education for children
and youth, participating in phonographic, radio
and television recordings. And most importantly,
we break schemes!
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Where we do it?
The

Polish

National

Wind

Orchestra

headquarters is located in Lubin in Lower
Silesia. However, in the era of widely available
new technologies, we reach every corner of

www.facebook.com/nodlubin/
www.instagram.com/nodlubin/
www.nod.lubin.pl

Poland!
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Mariusz Dziubek
- a Man of Contrasts
Doctor of Musical Arts, arranger, composer, producer. A graduate
of the University of Music in Warsaw, the Academy of Music in
Gdańsk, Wrocław and Bydgoszcz. Lieutenant-colonel, reserve of the
Polish Army. By music journalists called „a Flying Conductor”! From
childhood, he has been fascinated by wind instruments, which,
permeating the scores of his projects, make him a charismatic
conductor. He has arranged over 150 pieces for big-band and wind
orchestra in the genre of classic, jazz and pop music.

He likes playing with music and its genres,
expressing emotions through it, sharing
the joy and energy that playing gives
him. From 2019, director of the first Polish
National Wind Orchestra.
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For whom?
We spread our passion for orchestral music to all
generations:

children,

teenagers

and

adults!

Our

repertoire includes hits of classical, f ilm, entertainment
and pop music, performed in arrangements for wind
instruments.
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City of Lubin

Lubin

The Polish National Wind Orchestra in Lubin was founded
as an initiative of the mayor of the city, Robert Raczyński.
PNWO was intended to add splendor to important
events taking place in the city with its performances. The
orchestra’s activity surpassed the expectations of Lubin’s
hosts and became its showpiece. The musical events
conducted by Mariusz Dziubek promote Lubin, its history
and modern approach to art throughout Poland.
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OUR SUC CESSES

The most beautiful
Christmas carols
- for
On December 17, 2019 in the Church of
Our Lady of Częstochowa in Lubin. Unique
arrangements of the most beautiful Polish
Christmas carols for a wind orchestra were
sung with the voices of wonderful Polish
singers.
The concert was performed by: the Polish
National Wind Orchestra under the baton
of Mariusz Dziubek, Edyta Górniak, Kayah,
Justyna

Steczkowska,

Aleksandra
Andrzej

Gintrowska,

Piaseczny,

Joanna
Golec

Michał

Jakubas,
uOrkiestra,

Szpak,

Sławek

Uniatowski. The event was hosted by Olivier
Janiak.
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OUR SU C CESSES

Charity concert
with Narodowa
February 14, 2020 “Charity Concert with the
National”. On Valentine’s Day, we showed our hearts
to the most needy. The income f rom the event
amounted to approximately PLN 77,000 PLN and
was entirely donated to three organizations from
Lubin - the “Equal Opportunities” Association, the
“Palium” Association and the Foundation of the
Center for Psycho-oncology “Vivre”.
Performed by: the Polish National Wind Orchestra
conducted by Mariusz Dziubek and the invited
guests - Krzysztof Ibisz, Rafał Brzozowski, Ada
Nasiadka,
Zbyszko

Liliana
Tuchołka,

Iżyk,

Marta

Ladies

of

Kołodziejczyk,

Power,

Szymon

Urbanowicz, Szymon Lichuta, Kamil Matuszewski,
Anna Łukaszów, Anna Wołoszyn, Natalia Rosa, DJ
GAMBIT, Karolina Ziemlicka, Joanna Szymczak.
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OUR SUC CESSES

Wind(s) on the Hill
On August 29, 2020, the first edition of the
“Wind (s) on the Hill” concert took place in the
courtyard of the Polish National Wind Orchestra
in Lubin. This unique show, prepared and directed
by Director Mariusz Dziubek, initiated a new
tradition of presenting famous works in innovative
arrangements and instruments.
The Polish National Wind Orchestra performed
film music from, among others, Harry Potter,
“Game of Thrones”, “The Godfather”, “Gladiator”.
The concert also referred to the anniversary of the
Lubin Crime, as well as the hundredth anniversary
of the birth of St. John Paul II.
Performed by: the Polish National Wind Orchestra
conducted by Mariusz Dziubek and invited guests,
including Mateusz Ziółko.
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OUR SUC CESSES

Totus tuus
On October 11, 2020, as part of the 8th Lubin
Papal Evening, in the church of st. John Bosco
in Lubin, a special concert “Totus Tuus” took
place. Together with the the Polish National
Wind Orchestra, a choir performed, which was
selected especially for this occasion during
the casting. Thanks to this, with the support of
professionals, amateurs also took part in the
concert. The director of the Orchestra, Mariusz
Dziubek, prepared new arrangements of pieces
dear to the heart of St. John Paul II.
Performed

by:

the

Polish

National

Wind

Orchestra.
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Benefits of collaboration with us
1.

Building joint media projects, the

foundation of which is a professional brass concert
hall, combining musical styles in an innovative way.
2.

Possibility to use the resources of PNWO as

the first Wind Philharmonic in Poland with a rich
classical, film and POP repertoire.
3.

Professional musicians who flexibly adapt

to the artistic conditions of projects.
4.

Opportunity to participate in innovative

projects in line with global music trends.
5.

Possibility to build a communication

platform based on supporting young talents as an
investment in the future.
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